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GOOGLE PLAY OPT-IN AGREEMENT 
 
This agreement (the “Google Play Opt-In Agreement”) is effective as of the date on which the applicable 
Participating Publisher opts-in as set forth below (the “Opt-In Effective Date”), by and between Google Inc., a 
Delaware corporation with an office at 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, California 94043 
(“Google”), and the entity that has opted-in to this Google Play Opt-In Agreement as set forth below 
(“Participating Publisher”).    
 
For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties 
agree as follows: 
 

1. The terms and conditions of this Google Play Opt-In Agreement are the terms and conditions of the 
Google Play Music Services License Terms and the Standard Terms attached hereto as Exhibit 1 (the 
“Underlying Agreement”), as amended herein. The Term of the Underlying Agreement is hereby 
extended until December 31, 2016.  If Participating Publisher was previously opted in to the Underlying 
Agreement, the parties agree that between December 18, 2015 and the Opt-In Effective Date, and for 
up to four (4) weeks after the Opt-In Effective Date, Participating Publisher may be paid royalties by 
Google under the terms of either the Underlying Agreement or another license (i.e., one obtained by 
statute or consent decree).  If Participating Publisher was not previously opted in to the Underlying 
Agreement, the parties agree that it may take Google up to four (4) weeks after the Opt-In Effective 
Date to implement Participating Publisher’s opt-in hereunder.  For clarity, no additional Advance shall be 
payable hereunder. 
 

2. Unless otherwise set forth in this Google Play Opt-In Agreement, defined terms have the meaning set 
forth in the Underlying Agreement.  Except as expressly modified by this Google Play Opt-In 
Agreement, all terms and conditions of the Agreement shall continue in full force and effect as set forth 
in the Underlying Agreement.  In the event of a conflict between the terms and conditions of the 
Underlying Agreement and the terms and conditions of this Google Play Opt-In Agreement, the terms 
and conditions of this Google Play Opt-In Agreement shall prevail.  The Underlying Agreement, as 
amended by this Google Play Opt-In Agreement, constitutes the complete and exclusive statement of 
the agreement between the parties, and supersedes all prior proposals and understandings, oral and 
written, relating to the subject matter contained therein.  No agreement hereafter made shall change, 
modify, or discharge this Google Play Opt-In Agreement, in whole or in part, unless such agreement is 
in writing and signed by or on behalf of both parties hereto, except that the parties hereby expressly 
agree that any further extensions of the Term of the Underlying Agreement may be done on an opt-out 
basis (i.e., Participating Publisher would be required to expressly opt-out of the extension if Participating 
Publisher does not want the terms of any such extension to apply to Participating Publisher).  This 
Google Play Opt-In Agreement may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which shall be 
deemed an original and all of which shall constitute one and the same instrument.  This Google Play 
Opt-In Agreement shall be binding on the parties hereto and their respective personal and legal 
representatives, successors, and permitted assigns. 
 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Google Play Opt-In Agreement to be duly 
executed as of the Opt-In Effective Date. 
 
GOOGLE INC. 
 

PARTICIPATING PUBLISHER 

By: 
Print Name: 
Date: 

Participating Publisher’s electronic opt-in to the 
Google Play Opt-In Agreement via HFA’s portal 
constitutes Participating Publisher’s binding 
agreement to these terms. 
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EXHIBIT 1 

GOOGLE PLAY MUSIC SERVICES LICENSE TERMS 
 
Unless otherwise stated in the following coversheet, definitions are set forth in the Preamble and Section 12 of the Terms 
and Conditions attached hereto. 
 
 

Store Features License  During the Term and in the Territory, Participating Publisher grants to Google, on an 
experimental, non-precedential basis, the nonexclusive, non-transferable (except as 
provided in Section 5 of the Terms and Conditions attached hereto), non-sublicensable, 
limited right and license to reproduce, use, distribute and publicly perform Publisher 
Compositions in connection with the Google Play Music Store as necessary to:  

(1) make Digital Downloads, Cache Copies and Interactive Streams of Relevant Master 
Recordings available via a Single Server Copy to Account Holders who have purchased 
such files (the “Purchased Music Locker Rights”),  

(2) make Interactive Streams of Relevant Master Recordings available as Social 
Recommendations,  

(3) make available Interactive Streams of Previews of Relevant Master Recordings to 
potential purchasers, and  

(4) make such copies of Relevant Master Recordings as necessary to effectuate the 
foregoing rights.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if Participating Publisher has entered into a separate, 
currently valid and effective agreement with Google for the rights set forth in this 
paragraph (whether administered via HFA or not) (such agreement, a “Store Features 
Publishing Agreement”), the grant in this paragraph shall be superseded by such Store 
Features Publishing Agreement, and Google shall instead continue to be licensed under 
the terms of the Store Features Publishing Agreement until such time as the initial term 
(or then-current renewal term) of such agreement terminates or expires, in which case 
the terms herein shall govern for the remainder of the Term of this Agreement.  

Locker License During the Term and in the Territory, Participating Publisher grants to Google on an 
experimental, non-precedential basis, the non-exclusive, non-transferable (except as 
provided in Section 5 of the Terms and Conditions attached hereto), non-sublicensable, 
limited right and license to reproduce, use, distribute and publicly perform Publisher 
Compositions in connection with the Google Locker Music Service as necessary to: 

 (1) make and store on Google’s servers such copies of Relevant Master Recordings as 
may be required for the uses licensed hereunder, 

 (2) match recordings in an Account Holder’s personal library to sound recordings 
embodying the Publisher Compositions, and  

(3) provide Interactive Streams, Cache Copies, and Digital Downloads of such Relevant 
Master Recordings to such Account Holder’s devices (using either Single Server Copies 
or unique copies accessed from the Account Holder’s Music Locker), as further 
described on Exhibit A. 
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Subscription License During the Term and in the Territory, Participating Publisher grants to Google the non-
exclusive, non-transferable (except as provided in Section 5 of the Terms and Conditions 
attached hereto) limited right and license to reproduce, use, distribute and publicly 
perform Publisher Compositions in connection with the Google Play Subscription 
Service, as necessary to: 

(1) make and store on Google’s servers such copies of Relevant Master Recordings as 
may be required for the uses licensed hereunder,  

(2) provide Interactive Streams and Cache Copies of Relevant Master Recordings to 
Account Holders devices, as further described on Exhibit A, and 

(3) provide Upsell Plays of Relevant Master Recordings to Account Holders as described 
on Exhibits A & B. 

100% Licensing and 
Inclusion of  Performance 
Rights 

The Store Features License and the Locker License are licensed on a “one hundred 
percent” basis, both in respect of reproduction rights and any performance (public or 
otherwise) for Publisher Compositions therein. Notwithstanding such 100% license, 
royalties for the Google Locker Music Service shall be paid based on Participating 
Publisher’s percentage ownership of the Publisher Compositions as determined based 
on US mechanical ownership data maintained by HFA (i.e. on a “Percentage Basis”). In 
consideration for the 100% license, Google shall indemnify Participating Publisher as set 
forth in Section 6(a).   

The Subscription License is not licensed on a 100 percent basis, but is instead licensed 
and paid on a Percentage Basis. The Subscription License is licensed and paid on a 
performance inclusive basis (i.e. the license covers both reproduction rights and any 
performance (public or otherwise) rights).  

Term:   The term of this Agreement shall commence on the Effective Date and extend for three 
(3) years from the Launch Date (the “Term”). 

Territory:    United States and its territories and possessions (including Puerto Rico) (the “Territory”), 
which will be reported on a consolidated basis.  

Royalties:     Subject to all the terms and conditions contained herein and in consideration of the rights 
granted by Participating Publisher to Google herein in connection with the Google Locker 
Music Service, Google Play Subscription Service and Upsell Plays, for each calendar 
quarter beginning upon the Launch Date, and for each calendar quarter during the Term 
thereafter (each a “Quarterly Accounting Period”), Google shall report to and pay HFA 
with respect to the Participating Publisher Group on an aggregate basis and consistent 
with Exhibit B attached hereto. Subject to Google’s compliance with the foregoing 
sentence, HFA (not Google) shall be responsible for reporting to and paying Participating 
Publisher in respect of its share of such royalties, using U.S. mechanical ownership 
share data maintained by HFA. Participating Publisher shall be responsible for paying 
any third party royalty participants, including without limitation, writers for their shares of 
the mechanical and performance inclusive rights herein, provided that for clarity, 
Participating Publisher shall not be required to pay third-party publishers who are 
covered by the 100% license but for whom Google is responsible to pay hereunder. 

Royalties payable to Participating Publisher shall recoup from the Advance as described 
in Exhibit B.  In the event that, at the end of the Term, a portion of the Advance is 
unrecouped, Participating Publisher will receive its pro-rata share of unrecouped 
amounts and interest on the Advance (as set forth in Exhibit B) if Participating Publisher 
opted into this Agreement prior to the end of the Opt-In Solicitations Period.  
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Reporting:    Google will report to HFA with respect to the Participating Publisher Group, on an 
aggregate basis, the following items in connection with the Google Locker Music 
Service, Google Play Subscription Service and Upsell Plays for each calendar month, 
which reports shall be delivered to HFA on a Quarterly Accounting Period basis: (i) 
Locker Activity Ratio  (including the basis therefor on a track-by-track basis) , (ii) the 
number of Active Users, (iii) Music Locker Revenue, (iv) Subscription Activity Ratio 
(including the basis therefor on a track-by-track basis), (v) the number of Subscribers, 
(vi) Subscription Locker Revenue, and (vii) Upsell Plays of Master Recordings 
embodying Compositions owned/controlled by the Participating Publisher Group, as 
identified by HFA to Google.  HFA shall be responsible for reporting to Participating 
Publisher its specific usage and royalties for the Google Locker Music Service, the 
Google Play Subscription Service and Upsell Plays based on such Participating 
Publisher’s percentage interest in Publisher Compositions in HFA’s standard format.   

Consistent Terms:  If during the Term Google should agree with any other music publisher in the Territory to 
a higher revenue share, minimum per Active User, or minimum per Subscriber, or Upsell 
Play Rate, in each case, on an individual or collective basis (i.e. one or more categories 
of higher rates with corresponding same or lower rates, if any) for the same rights and 
Participating Publisher obligations set forth herein in, the resulting rates, if determined by 
Google in good faith to be more favorable in the aggregate than the corresponding rates 
set forth herein, shall replace, in their entirety and on a going-forward basis, the 
corresponding terms set forth herein.  

Administrator: While this licensing agreement is between Participating Publisher and Google, certain 
aspects of this relationship are administered via HFA rather than directly with Google, as 
set forth herein. 

Participating Publisher shall provide HFA with publishing metadata according to HFA’s 
required specifications, which metadata must be transmitted to HFA no less than 
monthly during the Term.  Such Participating Publisher publishing metadata shall 
include, without limitation, Composition title, catalog information, ISWC (if available), 
ISRC (if available), Participating Publisher U.S. mechanical publishing ownership 
percentage, catalog restrictions and payee electronic fund transfer (EFT) information. 

Participating Publisher shall provide to HFA a W-9 and any additional standard 
information required in order for HFA to process payments to Participating Publisher on 
Google’s behalf. 

Standard Terms:   The Standard Terms & Conditions (including the attached exhibits) set forth below shall 
apply to this agreement. 

 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement by persons duly authorized as of the Effective Date. 
 
 
ACCEPTED AND AGREED: 
 
 
GOOGLE INC. PARTICIPATING PUBLISHER 
  
By: Participating Publisher’s electronic opt-in to the Google 

Play Music Services License Terms via HFA’s portal 
constitutes Participating Publisher’s binding 
agreement to these terms. 

Print Name:  
Date:  
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STANDARD TERMS & CONDITIONS 

 
 These Standard Terms and Conditions, together 
with the Google Play Music Services License Terms, form 
the agreement (“Agreement”) entered into by you 
(“Participating Publisher”) and Google Inc., a Delaware 
corporation with an office at 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, 
Mountain View, California 94043 (“Google”) as of the date 
signed by both parties (“Effective Date”). Each of Google 
and Participating Publisher may be referred to herein as a 
“Party” and collectively as the “Parties.”  Defined terms 
shall have the meaning set forth in Section 12. 
 
 The Harry Fox Agency, Inc. (“HFA”) and Google 
are parties to that certain Administration Agreement dated as 
of December 7, 2012 (the “HFA Agreement”), pursuant to 
which Google agreed as set forth therein to enter into this 
agreement with independent publishers that desire to license 
nonexclusive rights to Google to exploit certain musical 
works owned or controlled by such publisher on the Google 
Play Music Services.  Participating Publisher acknowledges 
that while this Agreement is between Participating Publisher 
and Google, certain aspects of this relationship are 
administered via HFA rather than directly with Google, as set 
forth herein. 
 
1.  Limitations and Reservation of Rights; Other 
Obligations. 
 
 (a) This Agreement does not authorize or 
permit any use of any Publisher Composition not expressly 
set forth herein, and no implied licenses are granted herein.  
For the avoidance of doubt, this Agreement does not grant 
Google any right to “synchronize” Publisher Compositions 
with any audiovisual material, use any Publisher 
Composition in a video game, telecommunication 
personalization product, or create any derivative work based 
in whole or in part on a Publisher Composition and grants no 
karaoke, print or display rights or rights in sound recordings 
other than in Publisher Compositions. Participating Publisher 
reserves all rights not expressly granted to Google 
hereunder.  All rights granted hereunder are granted on a 
non-exclusive basis.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing 
herein shall limit any right or license available to any Party or 
Account Holder at law or equity. 
 
 (b) Google shall require Account Holders to 
be bound by its Terms of Service, which Terms of Service 
must be available at all times on relevant portions of the 
Google Play Music Services.   
 
 (c) This Agreement grants no merchandising 
rights, or rights to use any Publisher Composition for a 
marketing campaign, product tie-in, or right to suggest or 
imply a sponsorship or endorsement of or by Participating 
Publisher or any writer or artist of a Publisher Composition.  

(d) Participating Publisher shall provide HFA with 
publishing metadata according to  HFA’s required 
specifications, which metadata must be transmitted to HFA 
no less than monthly during the Term.  Such Participating 
Publisher publishing metadata shall include, without 
limitation, Composition title, ISWC (if available), ISRC (if 
available), and catalog information, Participating Publisher 
U.S. mechanical publishing ownership percentage, catalog 
restrictions and payee electronic fund transfer (EFT) 
information.  Participating Publisher shall provide to HFA a 

W-9 and any additional standard information required in 
order for HFA to process payments to Participating Publisher 
on Google’s behalf. 

(e) Google shall implement commercially 
reasonable security measures in connection with the Google 
Play Music Services. 

2. Restriction Notices and Change Notices.   

(a) Restriction Notices.  Participating 
Publisher shall have the right at anytime during the Term to 
request, through HFA, the license withdrawal from the 
Google Music Services in the Territory (“Publisher 
Composition Restriction Notices”) for specific Publisher 
Composition(s) for bona fide contractual or legal reasons 
(e.g., loss of rights) and for writer relations reasons (in each 
case, subject to the rest of this Section 2) and as a result of 
such Publisher Composition Restriction Notice Google shall 
not allow Single Server Copy(s) to be used for (i) Purchased 
Music Locker Rights in respect of new purchases from the 
Google Music Store, (ii) within the Google Music 
Subscription Service, or (iii) Digital Files newly uploaded to 
the Google Locker Music Service, in each case, commencing 
ten (10) business days following Google’s receipt from HFA 
of the ISRC code of the affected Relevant Master 
Recordings. The Publisher Composition Restriction Notice 
must specify the particular service(s) to which it applies (i.e. 
store, locker, and/or subscription).  It is Participating 
Publisher’s intent that this Agreement shall be catalog-wide. 
Participating Publisher shall not use this provision as a 
means to frustrate the purposes of the Agreement, and 
Participating Publisher shall not discriminate or disadvantage 
Google with respect to takedowns relative to other music 
locker or subscription services, respectively.  For clarity, it 
shall be Participating Publisher's responsibility (and not 
HFA's) to ensure that any Publisher Composition Restriction 
Notice is issued only for bona fide reasons as permitted 
herein.  

(b) Change Notices.  HFA will deliver  
Notices of Change (i.e. additional licensed Publisher 
Compositions or changes to ownership share information) to 
Google by the 20th of each month.  Provided that such 
Notice of Change is received by Google in a timely manner, 
Google will incorporate the data in such Notice of Change 
into its reporting and payment system within ten (10) days 
(i.e. such new data shall be utilized starting as of the first day 
of the month in which the Notice of Change is received, and 
on a go-forward basis thereafter). Google will use good faith 
efforts to decrease the time required for such incorporation 
(e.g., to allow Notices of Change received by the 25th of the 
month to be processed by the end of the month and effective 
as of the first day of the month in which the Notices of 
Change are received). 
 
3. Payment, Reporting and Audit.   
 
 (a) Within forty-five (45) days after the end of 
each applicable Quarterly Accounting Period, Google shall 
calculate as set forth in Exhibit B, pay and report to HFA on 
behalf of the Participating Publisher Group as required in the 
License Terms set forth above for royalties in respect of the 
Google Locker Music Service, Google Play Subscription 
Service and Upsell Plays.  Upon Google’s provision of such 
payment and reporting to HFA, the provision, timing and 
content of reports and payments provided to Participating 
Publisher for the Publisher Compositions (including any 
partial shares) shall be the responsibility of HFA, not Google, 
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provided that the calculation methodology shall be as set 
forth on Exhibit B. HFA shall generate statements for 
Participating Publisher and shall distribute royalties to 
Participating Publisher (less a seven and a half percent 
(7.5%) administration fee to be retained by HFA) within forty-
five (45) days following HFA’s proper receipt from Google of 
such payment and reporting, provided that for any Quarterly 
Accounting Period where the royalties owed to Participating 
Publisher are less than Two Hundred Fifty United States 
Dollars ($250), there will be no payment and the balance will 
accumulate until it exceeds Two Hundred Fifty United States 
Dollars ($250), and provided further that any amounts owed, 
even if below such threshold, shall be paid no later than the 
last Quarterly Accounting Period of the Term.  
 

(b) Upon thirty (30) days’ prior written notice 
during the Term and for sixty (60) days thereafter, 
Participating Publisher may, through HFA (which is 
authorized and solely responsible for administering any 
royalty compliance examinations (otherwise known as 
audits) on behalf of the Participating Publisher Group on a 
consolidated basis, such that all audit requests shall be 
brought on behalf of the Participating Publisher Group at 
once by HFA), review and audit Google’s relevant financial 
books and records to confirm the performance of Google’s 
payment obligations under this Agreement in respect of 
Google Locker Music Service and the Google Play 
Subscription Service royalties, provided that no such audit 
may be requested until the earlier of when (a) payments to 
the Participating Publisher Group have reached or exceed 
two hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250,000); and (b) the 
Term has expired. Google shall reasonably cooperate with 
the auditor.  Participating Publisher authorizes HFA to: (w) 
select a single independent nationally-recognized or mutually 
approved by Google and HFA (which approval shall not be 
unreasonably withheld) auditor experienced in auditing music 
publishing rights (the “Auditor”) which may not be 
compensated on a contingency basis, to represent 
Participating Publisher and HFA for the purposes of the 
examination; (x) agree to be, and have the Auditor agree to 
be, subject to Google’s reasonable security requirements 
and confidentiality requirements preventing disclosure to any 
party other than HFA or Participating Publisher; (y) conduct 
an audit no more than once per year (and no more than once 
with respect to any particular time period(s)); and (z) cause 
such audit to transpire during Google’s normal business 
hours and to conclude such on-site examination with 
commercially reasonable promptness but in no event shall 
such examination last longer than three (3) weeks.  Such 
audit may not begin during the first or last three weeks of 
Google’s fiscal quarter, and any audited data must remain on 
Google’s premises unless such data is publically available or 
has been previously been provided to HFA by Google.  For 
the avoidance of doubt, if Participating Publisher wishes to 
audit Google, Participating Publisher must act collectively 
with any Other Participating Publishers who elect to audit 
Google by authorizing HFA to act as the audit administrator 
for the Participating Publisher Group.   

 
(c) If such audit shows an underpayment for 

the audited period of any payments due under this 
Agreement, then (a) HFA must produce documentation 
confirming that the information relied upon in support of such 
claim of underpayment (including composition information 
and HFA’s aggregate share information) accurately reflects 
the information provided to Google by HFA as required by 
the HFA Agreement for the relevant reporting timeframe, and 
(b) upon such confirmation, Google will, within thirty (30) 

days after completion of such audit, pay such underpaid 
amounts to Participating Publisher Group through a payment 
to HFA on Participating Publisher’s behalf pursuant to the 
terms hereof.  In the event that the audit shows that the 
aggregate amount of such underpayments to the 
Participating Publisher Group is ten percent (10%) or more of 
the aggregate amounts paid or credited to HFA on behalf of 
the Participating Publisher Group in any year during the 
Term, Google will remit to HFA on behalf of the Participating 
Publisher Group, the reasonable fees and costs actually paid 
to the Auditor for carrying out such audit, exclusive of travel 
and per diem expenses.  If the audit shows an overpayment 
to HFA on behalf of Participating Publisher Group with 
respect to a particular musical composition, then such 
overpayment shall be credited towards future payments due 
to Participating Publisher hereunder with respect to such 
composition.  It shall be the sole responsibility of HFA to 
distribute any amounts paid to HFA in respect of any 
underpayment.  Except as otherwise set forth above, all 
expenses associated with an audit (other than internal 
costs of Google responding to auditor) will be borne by 
the Participating Publisher Group, and HFA will not be 
obligated to perform any audit unless and until the 
Participating Publisher Group and HFA agree upon an 
appropriate cost allocation among the publishers in  the 
Participating Publisher Group who are participating in 
the audit.  

 
4. Confidentiality.  Neither party will disclose any 
term of this Agreement to any third party, or issue any public 
announcement regarding the terms of this Agreement, 
without the other party’s prior written agreement, except that 
Participating Publisher and Google shall each be able to 
share with HFA confidential information disclosed hereunder, 
provided that such information sharing is reasonably required 
to exercise its rights or comply with its obligations hereunder, 
and such sharing is pursuant to a confidentiality obligation at 
least as protective as this Section 4. The parties shall not 
disclose to any third parties nonpublic information disclosed 
by one party to the other under this Agreement, and shall 
protect such information applying the same degree of care 
used by the parties to protect their own confidential 
information.  If this Agreement or any confidential information 
of either party is required to be produced by law, the noticed 
party will promptly notify the other party and cooperate to 
obtain an appropriate protective order prior to disclosing any 
confidential information. 
 
5. Assignment. Neither party may assign or transfer 
any of its rights or delegate any of its obligations under this 
Agreement without the prior written consent of the other 
party, which shall not unreasonably be withheld; provided, 
however, that either party may assign this Agreement, in 
whole or in part, without consent to an affiliate but only if (a) 
the assignee agrees in writing to be bound by the terms of 
this agreement and (b) the assigning party remains liable for 
obligations under the agreement.  Any attempted 
assignment, delegation or transfer in derogation hereof shall 
be null and void.  This Agreement shall be binding upon the 
successors and permitted assigns of both parties.   
 
6. Indemnity.  
 

(a) Google Indemnity.  Subject to 
subsection (c) of this Section 6, in consideration of 
Participating Publisher’s agreement to license “one hundred 
percent” of a Composition as a Publisher Composition as 
contemplated in the Google Play Music Services License 
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Terms, Google shall indemnify and defend Participating 
Publisher, its respective directors, officers, and employees 
from and against any and all claims, demands, causes of 
action, debt or liability, including reasonable attorneys’ fees 
and expenses (“Losses”) arising from any third-party claim 
or legal proceeding of any kind alleging (1) that Participating 
Publisher did not have right to license portions of the 
Compositions (putatively the Publisher Compositions) that 
are not owned, controlled and/or administered by 
Participating Publisher (the “Uncontrolled Portions”) or (2) 
in respect of controlled portions of Publisher Compositions, 
any infringement of any copyright, trademark, trade secret or 
contract right of any Person resulting from Google’s 
operation of the Google Locker Music Service (except to the 
extent such claim is one that would be covered by Section 
6(b) below). 

  
(b) Publisher Indemnity.  Subject to 

subsections (a)(1) and (c) of this Section 6, Participating 
Publisher will indemnify and hold harmless Google from and 
against all Losses from third party claims relating to any 
infringement of any copyright, trademark, trade secret or 
contract right of any Person resulting from Google’s exercise 
of the authorizations and rights granted by Participating 
Publisher herein in respect of Publisher Compositions. For 
purposes of this indemnity, HFA’s communication of 
Publisher Compositions and percentage interest information 
to Google shall be conclusive as between Google and 
Participating Publisher (subject to any Notices of Change 
received by Google pursuant to Section 2(b)). In the event 
Participating Publisher becomes aware of any indemnifiable 
claim, Participating Publisher will provide prompt Notice 
thereof to Google. Participating Publisher will take no legal 
action regarding any indemnifiable claim hereunder without 
first obtaining Google’s prior written approval.  

 
(c) In the event either party seeks 

indemnification pursuant to this Section 6, such party will 
give prompt notice to the other party. The indemnifying party 
will have the right to control the defense of the relevant 
claim; and the indemnified party may cooperate, at its own 
expense, in such defense. Notwithstanding the previous 
sentence, the indemnifying party will not settle any claim that 
imposes an obligation or liability on the indemnified party 
(whether for payment of monies or otherwise) without the 
other party’s consent (which will not be unreasonably 
withheld or delayed). 

   
7.  Limitation of Liability. NEITHER PARTY 
HERETO WILL BE LIABLE TO THE OTHER FOR 
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, 
LIQUIDATED, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY 
DAMAGES OR PENALTIES INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, LOSSES OF BUSINESS, REVENUE OR 
ANTICIPATED PROFITS. 
 
8. Termination. Either party may terminate this 
Agreement: (a) immediately upon written notice to the other 
party if the other party files a petition for bankruptcy, 
becomes insolvent, or makes an assignment for the benefit 
of its creditors, or a receiver is appointed for the other party 
or its business; or (b) with thirty (30) days prior written notice 
for any other material breach, if such breach is not cured 
within the notice period. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
Purchasers shall continue to have the right to access 
hereunder and Google shall continue to have the right to 
provide hereunder Interactive Streams, Cache Copies and 
Digital Downloads of Purchases to Purchasers who made 

such Purchases prior to the expiration or termination of this 
Agreement or an applicable Restriction Notice (whether from 
unique copies or Single Server Copies) on a royalty-free 
basis. For clarity, in the event of termination or expiration of 
the Agreement or designation of any Publisher Composition 
Restriction Notice during the Term, Google shall have the 
right to create and place, or to allow the Account Holder to 
create and place, a unique copy of the Licensed File(s) 
within Account Holders’ Music Locker maintained by Single 
Server Copy into each Account Holder’s locker for access 
solely by that Account Holder without additional action 
required from such Account Holder and without any 
additional royalties or payments to Participating Publisher, 
provided however that Google’s subsequent operation of the 
service shall be at Google’s sole risk; the foregoing right is in 
addition to (and does not limit) the rights granted in the 
previous sentence or post-termination/post-takedown rights 
within the Store Features Publishing Agreement (if any).  
 
9. Covenant Not to Sue.  Participating Publisher 
acknowledges that, after the Launch Date, while Google will 
use reasonable efforts to match uploaded content, Google 
may make unique locker copies of unmatched content, and 
Participating Publisher will not, during the Term, sue Google 
or its users on the basis of any such unique copies made in 
connection with the Google Locker Music Service during the 
Term (nor will Participating Publisher participate in, or 
support, any third-party or industry-wide effort to pursue such 
a lawsuit). Notwithstanding the foregoing, mere membership 
in, or payment of dues to, the NMPA shall not be a violation 
of this section.   
 
10. Miscellaneous. This Agreement is binding upon, 
and will inure to the benefit of the respective successors and 
assigns of the parties hereto. If any provision is found 
unenforceable, it and any related provisions will be 
interpreted to best accomplish the unenforceable provision's 
essential purpose. The parties are independent contractors, 
and this Agreement does not create an agency, partnership 
or joint venture. This Agreement is governed by California 
law, excluding California’s choice of law rules. Any litigation 
hereunder shall be brought in any state or federal court of 
competent jurisdiction in Santa Clara County, California; the 
parties agree that venue shall be proper in, and consent to 
the exclusive personal jurisdiction of, such courts. Any 
amendment must be in writing, signed by both parties, and 
expressly state that it is amending this agreement. The 
parties may execute this Agreement in counterparts, 
including facsimile, PDF or other electronic copies, which 
taken together will constitute one instrument.  This 
Agreement is the parties’ entire agreement relating to its 
subject, and supersedes any other agreements on that 
subject, provided, in the event of a conflict between the 
terms of this Agreement and any other agreement purporting 
to grant broader rights than those granted here, this 
Agreement shall supersede such other agreement but solely 
to the extent necessary to resolve any such conflict.  
 
11. Dispute Resolution.  If a Participating Publisher(s) 
and/or directly licensed publishers collectively claim more 
than 100% ownership or control of a particular claimed 
Publisher Composition (an “Overclaim”), Google has the right 
to set aside royalties from such Publisher Composition until 
the applicable publishers resolve their splits and report back 
the agreed resolution, at which time, Google will report and 
pay such set aside royalties in accordance with such 
resolution (and shall thereafter report and pay as otherwise 
set forth herein).  Pending resolution of an Overclaim, 
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Google will separately report to HFA a dispute file consisting 
of usage for all Overclaims as well as the applicable direct 
publishers).  HFA will notify all applicable Participating 
Publishers of the Overclaim (including providing applicable 
Participating Publishers with the Google-provided identity of 
directly licensed publisher(s) involved in the Overclaim), and 
will communicate to Google the revised split information 
based on the agreed-upon resolution between all relevant 
parties.  Upon resolution of an Overclaim by the affected 
publishers, and Google’s release to HFA of amounts held 
pursuant to this section, HFA will report and pay as promptly 
as reasonably practicable for usage of Overclaimed 
Compositions to the applicable Participating Publishers. 
 
12. Definitions 
 
“Account Holder” shall mean any individual who resides 
within the Territory as determined by Google (e.g. using IP 
address or billing address) and maintains a Google account 
that, can be used (a) to stream Interactive Streams and 
download Cache Copies and Digital Downloads from the 
Google Locker Music Service as more fully described on 
Exhibit A, (b) to make purchases from the Google Play Music 
Store, and/or (c) stream Interactive Streams and download 
Cache Copies from the Google Music Subscription Service 
as more fully described on Exhibit A.  
 
“Active User” shall have the meaning set forth in Exhibit B. 
 
“Audio Identified” shall have the meaning set forth in 
Exhibit A. 
 
A “Cache Copy” shall mean a digital transmission to an 
Account Holder of a Digital Track that results in a specifically 
identifiable (but obfuscated), tethered reproduction of such 
Digital Track.   
 
A “Composition” shall mean a copyrighted, non-dramatic 
musical composition.  For the avoidance of doubt, 
Compositions shall not include sound recordings of musical 
compositions. 

A “Digital Download” shall mean a digital transmission to 
an Account Holder of a Digital Track that results in a 
permanent, playable DRM-free copy of that Digital Track.  
For the avoidance of doubt, in this Agreement, a Digital 
Download does not refer to the initial digital transmission of a 
Purchased File to the Account Holder’s device(s).  The right 
to make such original transmissions is not granted in this 
Agreement, but is the subject of either separate agreements 
with the record labels that own the copyrights in the sound 
recordings embodied in those original transmissions, or 
compulsory licenses under section 115 of the U.S. Copyright 
Act. 
 
“Digital Track” means a digital file consisting of a Master  
Recording.  
 
“Free Trials” shall have the meaning set forth in Exhibit A. 
 
“Free Trial Subscriber” shall have the meaning set forth in 
Exhibit B.  
 
“Google Locker Music Service” means the music-specific 
portion of the locker storage and playback service offered by 
Google, and branded “Google Play” (or any successor or 
derivative brand, or other brand owned or controlled by 
Google and, for clarity, in the event of any co-branded 

offering, the service shall bear such Google brand and such 
third party brand) through which Google may provide, and 
users may utilize, features and functionality including those 
set forth in Exhibit A.  For the avoidance of doubt, any 
personal music locker for which Google does not make use 
of the licenses granted hereunder, which it may determine in 
its sole discretion (e.g. any personal music upload locker 
offered by Google in the U.S. as of December 1, 2012) shall 
not be deemed the “Google Locker Music Service”. 
 
“Google Play Music Services” means the Google Play 
Music Store, Google Play Subscription Service, and the 
Google Locker Music Service. 

The “Google Play Music Store” shall mean the music-
specific portion of the service offered by Google through 
which users may purchase tracks or utilize the store features 
licensed herein, including in widget or API versions of such 
service.  

The “Google Play Subscription Service” means the 
portable subscription service paid for by or on behalf of 
Subscribers accessible via the Google service currently 
branded as “Google Play” (including all successor versions 
thereof), which service is available solely to logged-in users 
in accordance with the terms and conditions herein.  For 
clarity, such service may be promoted, marketed, offered 
and branded with “Google Play” and/or other Google brands, 
and may be co-branded with a third-party.  The Google Play 
Subscription Service is more fully described on Exhibit A. 
 
An “Interactive Stream” shall mean a digital transmission of 
a digital file that allows the end user to receive and listen to 
the particular Master Recording upon request at a time 
chosen by the Account Holder using streaming technology. 
For clarity, the play of an Interactive Stream shall require an 
active connection to the Internet or a wi-fi network 
simultaneously with the play of such Interactive Stream.  
 
“Interactive Streaming” means the act of delivering an 
Interactive Stream. 

The “Launch Date” shall be the date upon which Google first 
makes either the Google Locker Music Service or the Google 
Play Subscription Service publicly available in the United 
States.  

A “Licensed File” shall mean a digital file embodying a 
Relevant Master Recording. 

“Locker Activity Ratio” shall mean the aggregate 
Publisher’s Activity Ratio across all of the Participating 
Publisher Group (i.e. Participating Publisher Group’s share of 
plays and downloads from the Google Locker Music Service, 
as calculated as set forth in Exhibit B, except that such ratio 
shall be calculated with respect to all Compositions licensed 
to Google from the Participating Publisher Group, not just 
Publisher Compositions). 
 
A “Master Recording” shall mean an audio-only master 
sound recording. 
   
“Matched” shall mean that the applicable Publisher 
Composition(s) has been mapped to a Digital Track(s) in 
connection with the applicable Google Play Music Service as 
communicated by HFA to Google as set forth in the HFA 
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Agreement.  
 
“Monthly Publisher Minimum” shall have the meaning set 
forth in Exhibit B.  
 
“Music Locker” means the storage space on Google servers 
that is made available to an Account Holder through a 
password-protected interface in which an Account Holder 
can store and access his or her personal music library, 
including his or her Purchases from the Google Play Music 
Store.  
 
“Music Locker Revenue” shall have the meaning set forth 
in Exhibit B. 
 
“Paid Subscriber” shall have the meaning set forth in 
Exhibit B.  

“Purchased Music Locker Rights” shall have the 
meaning set forth above in the Section entitled “Store 
Features License.” 

“Opt-In Solicitation Period” shall mean the period of time 
beginning on Participating Publisher’s receipt of an opt-in 
notice for this Agreement from HFA, and ending on February 
1, 2013.  For clarity, Participating Publisher may opt-in to this 
Agreement after the end of the Opt-In Solicitation Period, 
provided that if it does so, Participating Publisher shall not 
receive the benefit of unrecouped Advance money and/or 
interest on the Advance, as more further described on 
Exhibit B. 

“Other Participating Publisher” shall mean an individual 
publisher (other than Participating Publisher) that enters into 
an agreement with Google of the same form and substance 
as this Agreement, which agreement is administered by HFA 
pursuant to the HFA Agreement. 

“Participating Publisher Group” shall mean collectively 
Participating Publisher and all Other Participating Publishers.  

A “Preview” shall mean an excerpt of a Master Recording, 
which shall be up to ninety (90) seconds long if the 
corresponding Master Recording is at least two and a half 
minutes (2:30) long, and otherwise may be up to thirty (30) 
seconds long.     
 
A “Purchased File” shall mean a Licensed File that an 
Account Holder has purchased from the Google Play Music 
Store. 
 
“Publisher’s Activity Ratio” shall have the meaning set 
forth in Exhibit B.  
 
A “Publisher Composition” shall mean any Composition 
(or part thereof) owned, controlled or administered, in whole 
or in part, by Participating Publisher and/or any of its 
affiliates as identified by data maintained by HFA. For clarity, 
the license of a “Publisher Composition” hereunder shall 
include rights in the entire composition (100% of all interests 
in and to), including those portions owned or controlled by 
co-owners, if any, except in the case of the Google Play 
Subscription Service, where a “Publisher Composition” shall 
include solely those rights in portions of such compositions 
owned or controlled by Publisher and/or any of its affiliates, 
as identified by data maintained by HFA.  

 
“Publisher Revenue Share” shall have the meaning set 
forth in Exhibit B. 
 
“Publisher’s Subscription Activity Ratio” shall have the 
meaning set forth in Exhibit B. 
 
A “Relevant Master Recording” shall mean a Master 
Recording that embodies one or more Publisher 
Composition(s), in whole or in part, and has been Matched to 
such Publisher Composition(s). 
 
A “Single Server Copy” shall mean a single server copy of a 
Digital File that is stored by Google and made accessible to 
multiple Account Holders at the same time.  
 
A “Social Recommendation” shall mean the right accorded 
to Account Holders, in respect of Purchased Files only, to 
recommend tracks purchased from the Google Play Music 
Store (including content from Albums) to friends (e.g., on 
their social networks), and such friends will be able to stream 
each such recommended Master Recording one (1) time in 
its entirety, provided they are logged into a valid Google 
account.  All Social Recommendations will include a 
purchase opportunity such as a buy link for the 
recommended content from the Google Play Music Store.  
Full length streaming via Social Recommendation of any 
particular track shall be capped at two (2) plays for a single 
user in any twelve (12) month period, irrespective of the 
number of times a particular track is recommended. 
 
“Subscriber” shall have the meaning set forth in Exhibit B.  
 
“Subscription Activity Ratio” shall mean the aggregate 
Publisher’s Subscription Activity Ratio across all of the 
Participating Publisher Group (i.e. Participating Publisher 
Group’s share of plays and downloads from the Google 
Music Subscription Service, as calculated as set forth in 
Exhibit B, except that such ratio shall be calculated with 
respect to all Compositions licensed to Google from the 
Participating Publisher Group, not just Publisher 
Compositions). 
 
“Subscription Revenue” shall have the meaning set forth in 
Exhibit B. 
 
“Upsell Play Rate” shall have the meaning set forth in 
Exhibit B. 
 
“Upsell Plays” shall have the meaning set forth in Exhibit A.   
 
“Weighted Activity” shall have the meaning set forth in 
Exhibit B. 
 
“YouTube Subscriber” shall have the meaning set forth in 
Exhibit B. 
 
“YouTube Subscription Service” shall have the meaning 
set forth in Exhibit B.  
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EXHIBIT A 
FEATURES AND FUNCTIONALITY OF THE GOOGLE PLAY MUSIC SERVICES  

 
1. Distribution:  The Google Play Music Services will initially be available on several clients:  web, tablet and smartphone.  

Google may support additional clients at its discretion over time. Google may enable music purchases and user access 
to a Music Locker or the Google Play Subscription Service on the web from a number of different interfaces and also 
from Google properties.  Examples for music purchases include, without limitation, designated artist pages, algorithmic 
recommendations “pushed” by Google to users as related or suggested content (“Algorithmic Recommendation”), 
social recommendations shared with users by other users who have purchased the track, shared playlists (including 
playlists containing or comprised of Promotional Streams), and YouTube.  Google may also publish syndication APIs to 
the Google Play Music Store front available for use by third parties. These APIs will enable third parties (“Syndication 
Sites”) to provide click-to-buy functionality to the Google Play Music Store across the web for users with validated 
Google Music accounts.  Google will operate the billing and account management for such Syndication Sites, and the 
syndicated experience will be marked as “Powered by Google Play” or some similar designation determined by Google.  
 

2. Music Store Purchases:  Purchases will be stored by Google and made available to the Purchaser for streaming 
and/or download via the Purchaser’s Music Locker.  Google will either make a copy of the Purchase and place a unique 
copy in the user’s Music Locker, or, at Google’s discretion, provide a reference in the user’s Music Locker to a Single 
Server Copy of that Purchase.  All purchases will be delivered DRM-free and in either MP3, AAC or FLAC format. Bit 
rate will vary based on speed of user’s connection and/or user’s choice. Purchased tracks from the Google Play Music 
Store are permanently available to the purchaser via single server copies. 

 
3. Scan-and-Match: Google will detect tracks on the Account Holder’s hard drives with a combination of content 

identification fingerprinting and metadata matching.  Tracks that have been identified using this process shall be referred 
as “Audio Identified”. 

 
4. Subscription: The complete catalog of Digital Files licensed for inclusion within the Google Play Subscription Service 

may be stored by Google and made available to Subscribers, for the duration of their subscriptions, as either Interactive 
Streams and/or Cache Copies. Google shall have the right to offer a royalty-free, free-to-the-user trial of the Google 
Play Subscription Service to potential Subscribers (such trial not to exceed 30 days for any particular Subscriber within 
any 12 month period) (“Free Trials”).  Google shall have the option to offer one or more Interactive Streams of Relevant 
Master Recordings (excluding Interactive Streams to an Account Holder of his or her personal music library from his or 
her Music Locker) to non-Subscribers for the purpose of upselling such users to the Google Play Subscription Service or 
purchase opportunities (i.e., in association with a “buy button” or “subscribe now” button) (“Upsell Plays”).  The 
provision of Upsell Plays shall not alter or affect the Free Trial provisions set forth herein; Upsell Plays shall be available 
in addition to and separate from such Free Trials.   In the event that Google provides embedded video to Subscribers 
via a YouTube embed player in the Google Play Subscription Service, the terms and conditions applicable to such video 
plays (if any) shall be governed by respective content owner terms with YouTube.  Google shall be permitted to cross-
authenticate Subscribers to the YouTube Subscription Service as described more fully on Exhibit B.   

 
5. Access to Music Locker Files: Digital Tracks may be stored by Google and made available to the Account Holder for 

streaming and/or download (including cached copies) via their Music Locker.  Google will either place a unique copy of 
the Master Recording in the Account Holder’s Music Locker, or, at Google’s discretion, provide a reference in the 
Account Holder’s Music Locker to a Single Server Copy of that Master Recording. 

 
6. Playback: To access a Purchased or Audio Identified Digital Track or Album via the Single Server Copy or the Google 

Play Subscription Service, a user must login to a Google account through one of two types of front-ends: 
 

a. Web-based Player: can be accessed on any computer or device with an Internet connection and a browser, 
and accesses content from the Music Locker or Google Play Subscription Service only via streaming. 

b. Google Music Player (the “Player”): (i) requires installation of the client software on the applicable device, (ii) 
plays tracks from the Music Locker or Google Play Subscription Service as well as content resident locally on 
the device, and (iii) enables users to mark artists, albums and playlists for offline playback. 

 
Interactive Streams from the Google Play Music Services may be made only to one device at any given time, except for 
a cross-over transition period of up to two (2) hours during which two (2) simultaneous streams are permitted.  
 

7. Devices/Downloads:  Where a Single Server Copy is used for Digital Tracks, or Digital Tracks are delivered from the 
Google Play Subscription Service, Account Holders may download (via Cache Copy or, for Purchased Digital Tracks, 
via Digital Download) such Digital Tracks from their Music Lockers or Google Play Subscription Service to up to ten (10) 
authorized devices at any one time by installing and using the Google Music Manager (the “Music Manager”) client 
software. If an Account Holder has not installed the Music Manager or wants to download an individual Purchased 
Digital Track, he/she may receive a Digital Download of Purchased Digital Tracks from his/her Music Locker up to three 
(3)  times through a web browser to any computer.  To enforce device limitations, Google will use industry standard 
hardware and software identity protocols, which may include IMEI, MEID, MAC address and/or Android ID.  If an 
Authorized Device has not connected to the Google Music Subscription Service at least once in any thirty-one (31) day 
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period, the Cache Copies on such device shall be rendered unavailable for playback until such time as the device 
connects to the Google Music Subscription Service and verifies the applicable user’s standing as a Subscriber. 

 
8. Single UI: the Google Play Subscription Service and the Google Locker Music Service may be provided from/within a 

single User Interface. 
 

9. Previews.  End users will have the right to stream and share Previews of Master Recordings   available for purchase in 
the Google Play Music Store, including Previews contained in playlists. A purchase opportunity, such as a buy link, from 
the Google Play Music Store shall be associated with each rendering of a Preview.   
 

10. Social Recommendations.  Account Holders will have the right, in respect of Purchased Files only, to recommend 
tracks purchased from the Google Play Music Store (including content from Albums) to friends (e.g., on their social 
networks), and such friends will be able to stream each such recommended Master Recording one (1) time in its 
entirety, provided they are logged into a valid Google account.  All Social Recommendations will include a purchase 
opportunity such as a buy link for the recommended content from the Google Play Music Store.  Full length streaming 
via Social Recommendation of any particular track shall be capped at two (2) plays, in aggregate, irrespective of the 
number of times a particular track is recommended. 
 

11. Metadata Improvements to Uploaded Content: Album art may be displayed in association with the music detected.  
When album art is missing from the user’s files, Google will display it on the web and in all Google music players when 
music is identified.  Google may also display enhanced metadata (blended from label, AMG data, etc.).  Users may 
invoke a “tag editor” to make their own metadata changes to their own music libraries.  
 

12. CD-Based Additions to Locker: For users with CD libraries not converted to digital file formats, future versions may 
provide CD-based identification for adding music to the Music Locker.  
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EXHIBIT B 
PAYMENT EXHIBIT 

 
I. ADVANCE 
 
Advance Pool for Indie Publishers: The advance pool for indie publishers shall be up to two million dollars ($2,000,000). 
 
Within forty-five (45) days of the end of the Opt-In Solicitation Period, Google will pay HFA on behalf of the Participating 
Publisher Group an advance of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000), which shall be recoupable from royalties paid by 
Google pursuant to this Agreement and any other agreements with the Other Participating Publishers with respect to the 
Google Music Services during the Term (the “First Advance”).  If the First Advance is fully recouped before January 1, 
2014, Google will pay HFA on behalf of the Participating Publisher Group an additional advance of five hundred thousand 
dollars ($500,000), which also shall be recoupable from royalties paid by Google pursuant to this Agreement and any other 
agreements with the Other Participating Publishers with respect to the Google Music Services during the Term (the “Second 
Advance”).  The First Advance and Second Advance (if any Second Advance is paid) shall be referred to collectively as the 
“Initial Advance”. 

• As of April 1, 2014, Google will calculate a fraction, the numerator of which shall be the aggregate Weighted Activity 
on the Google Locker Music Service of Relevant Master Recordings of the Participating Publisher Group (adjusted 
for fractional interests) and the denominator of which is 100 minus (the aggregate market share of all major 
publishers based on the most current Music & Copyright data, multiplied by total Weighted Activity on the Google 
Locker Music Service).  The resulting fraction shall be multiplied by two million dollars ($2,000,000), and the product 
shall be referred to as the “Participating Publisher Pool”.  Music & Copyright is published at 
http://musicandcopyright.wordpress.com. 

• If the Participating Publisher Pool is greater than the Initial Advance, Google shall pay an additional recoupable 
advance equal to the difference between the Initial Advance and the Participating Publisher Pool (the Initial 
Advance, together with such additional advance, if any, shall be referred to as the “Total Advance”).  If the 
Participating Publisher Pool is less than the Initial Advance, Google shall receive a prompt refund from HFA in the 
amount of the difference between the Participating Publisher Pool and the Advance. 

• If (a) Participating Publisher opted into this Agreement during the Opt-In Solicitation Period and (b) there is an 
unrecouped portion of the Total Advance or any interest earned on the Total Advance at the end of the Term, then 
Participating Publisher shall receive its pro-rata share of such unrecouped portion and/or any interest earned on the 
Total Advance (the foregoing proration shall be calculated in proportion to the royalties earned by Participating 
Publisher vis-à-vis the entire Participating Publishing Group during the Term).  

 
II. GOOGLE LOCKER MUSIC SERVICE 
 
For each month of the Term, Participating Publisher will be entitled to be paid, in respect of all Relevant Master Recordings 
that have been Audio Identified as of such month, the greater of: 
 

(A): Monthly Publisher Minimum * number of Active Users * Publisher’s Activity Ratio,  
 

-- OR -- 
 
(B): Publisher Revenue Share * Music Locker Revenue * Publisher’s Activity Ratio  

“Active User” shall mean an Account Holder who has at any point in time uploaded at least one track to a Google Locker 
Music Service account, and who receives an Interactive Stream, plays a Cache Copy or receives a Digital Download (other 
than the initial download of a Purchase) from his/her Google Music Locker in the applicable calendar month or in the 
preceding calendar month.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, an Account Holder who is a Subscriber for a particular month 
shall not be deemed to be an Active User for such month. 

“Publisher Revenue Share” means 12%. 

“Monthly Publisher Minimum” shall mean 1/12th of $0.36. 

“Music Locker Revenue” means the total actual revenue recognized by Google from (i) payments for advertising in the 
Google Locker Music Service’s web or mobile UI, in each case payable to, received by, or credited to Google specifically in 
respect of the Google Locker Music Service; and (ii) any other revenue paid or payable or credited to Google (including user 
payments) as consideration specifically for access to the Google Locker Music Service (excluding links for purchase of 
tracks and albums from the Google Play Music Store). 
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“Publisher’s Activity Ratio” shall mean, with respect to the applicable month, the percentage of activity within the Google 
Locker Music Service that is allocated to Digital Files embodying Audio Identified Relevant Master Recordings in accordance 
with Google’s then-standard allocation process (which process Google shall apply in the same manner across all publisher 
partners) multiplied by Participating Publisher’s percentage interest therein.   

Publisher’s Activity Ratio is initially contemplated to be calculated by dividing the Weighted Activity of Audio Identified 
Relevant  Master Recordings by the Weighted Activity of all recordings in the Google Locker Music Service, as described 
below.   

“Weighted Activity” shall mean, with respect to any particular content:  

o # of Digital Downloads delivered to Active Users multiplied by 5, plus  
o # of plays of Cache Copies and Interactive Streams by Active Users 

For clarity, Google shall make aggregate payments to HFA for the Participating Publishing Group based on the terms set 
forth above and data provided by HFA to Google identifying Compositions licensed by the Participating Publishing Group (on 
a track-by-track  basis) and such group’s percentage interests therein.  HFA shall be responsible for payments and reporting 
to Participating Publisher based on the terms set forth above and the royalties and usage data received by HFA from 
Google, minus the deduction made by HFA for administration fees.  
 
III. GOOGLE PLAY SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE 
 
Each month of the Term, Participating Publisher’s royalties for the Google Play Subscription Service as set forth herein will 
be calculated as per 37 C.F.R §385, Subpart B (Interactive Streaming, Other Incidental Digital Phonorecord Deliveries and 
Limited Downloads), except that in order to capture the implied performance-included rate from the foregoing regulations, the 
following exceptions will apply to the calculation: 
 

1) The deduction of applicable performance royalties set forth in Step 2 of 37 C.F.R §385.12 shall not apply. 
 

2) The application of the mechanical-only royalty floor set forth in Step 3 of 37 C.F.R §385.12 shall not apply. 
 

3) The calculation in Step 4 of 37 C.F.R §385.12 shall use the result of Step 1, not the result of Step 3.  Step 4 shall be 
calculated using Publisher’s Subscription Activity Ratio (without reference to the overtime adjustment set forth in 37 
C.F.R §385.12(d)). 
 

4) For purposes of this calculation, (a) “service revenue” as used in the foregoing regulations shall mean Subscription 
Revenue as defined below, and (b) “subscriber” as used in the foregoing regulations shall mean Paid Subscriber as 
defined below. 

 
SAMPLE CALCULATION: For purposes of illustration only, and without limiting or altering the above: with respect to 
Publisher Compositions used in a non-bundled portable Google Play Subscription Service, Participating Publisher shall 
receive in respect of a given month (from Google via HFA) its pro-rata share (pro-rated using Publisher’s Subscription 
Activity Ratio) of: the greater of (A) ten and one-half percent (10.5%) of Subscription Revenue for such reporting period, or 
(B) the lesser of (i) twenty one percent (21%) of the amounts actually paid by Google to record labels in respect of the 
Relevant Master Recordings during the applicable reporting period in respect of the Google Play Subscription Service, or (ii) 
an amount equal to eighty cents ($0.80) multiplied by the total number of Paid Subscribers in such reporting period. 
 
The foregoing calculation shall be made on a monthly basis, but shall be paid and reported quarterly as set forth in Section 
3(a) of the Standard Terms & Conditions. 
 
In addition, Participating Publisher will be paid USD $.0009 multiplied by Participating Publisher’s Percentage Interest per 
Upsell Play of a Relevant Master Recording delivered in such Quarterly Accounting Period (“Upsell Play Rate”).  
 
YouTube Cross-Authentication: YouTube Subscribers will be able to access the Google Play Subscription Service, and 
play activity of YouTube Subscribers that occurs within the Google Play Subscription Service shall be counted in Publisher’s 
Activity Ratio for purposes of the royalty calculation set forth in this Exhibit B.  Subscribers to the Google Play Subscription 
Service will be able to access the YouTube Subscription Service and play activity that occurs within the YouTube 
Subscription Service (including YouTube players and widgets) will be accounted for pursuant to the YouTube subscription 
service license or statutory accounting, if applicable (even if such players/widgets appear in the Google Play Subscription 
Service). 
 
Single UI: the Google Play Subscription Service and the Google Locker Music Service may be provided from/within a single 
User Interface. 
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“Subscriber” shall mean an Account Holder who accesses (or is entitled to access, regardless of whether such access 
actually occurs) the Google Play Subscription Service, including without limitation Free Trial Subscribers and YouTube 
Subscribers. 

“Paid Subscriber” shall mean a Subscriber other than a Free Trial Subscriber or a YouTube Subscriber. 

“Free Trial Subscriber” shall mean a Subscriber to whom Google has granted a Free Trial of the Google Play Subscription 
Service. 

“YouTube Subscription Service” shall mean another Google or YouTube paid or paid-for premium subscription audio 
and/or audio-visual service inclusive of music (if any). 

“YouTube Subscriber” shall mean an Account Holder who accesses (or is entitled to access, regardless of whether such 
access actually occurs) a YouTube Subscription Service (if any).  YouTube Subscribers will be deemed Subscribers 
hereunder (except as otherwise expressly provided), provided that Publisher Compositions are licensed on such YouTube 
Subscription Service (either by an agreement or by applicable statute).   

“Subscription Revenue” means the total actual revenue recognized by Google from (i) payments for advertising in the 
Google Play Subscription Service’s web or mobile UI, in each case payable to, received by, or credited to Google specifically 
in respect of the Google Play Subscription Service; and (ii) any other revenue paid or payable or credited to Google 
(including user payments) as consideration specifically for access to the Google Play Subscription Service (excluding links 
for purchase of tracks and albums from the Google Play Music Store) and not revenue in respect of any other Google 
service or offer.  

“Publisher’s Subscription Activity Ratio” shall mean, with respect to the applicable month, the percentage of plays of 
Interactive Streams and Cache Copies within the Google Play Subscription Service that are plays of Relevant Master 
Recordings, multiplied by Participating Publisher’s percentage interest therein (including plays from the Google Play 
Subscription Service by Free Trial Subscribers and YouTube Subscribers).   

For clarity, Google shall make aggregate payments to HFA for the Participating Publishing Group based on the terms set 
forth above and the data provided by HFA to Google identifying compositions licensed by the Participating Publishing Group 
(on a track-by-track basis) and such group’s percentage interests therein.  HFA shall be responsible for making Participating-
Publisher-specific payments and reporting to each Participating Publisher based on the terms set forth above and the 
royalties and usage for the Google Play Subscription Service received by HFA from Google, minus the deduction made by 
HFA for administration fees.   
 
 
IV. GOOGLE MUSIC STORE FEATURES 

PLEASE NOTE: The license and royalties set forth in this Agreement do not apply to the purchase of digital music from the 
Google Music Store.  Such digital music and mechanical rights therein are the subject of either separate agreements with the 
record labels that own the copyrights in the sound recordings embodied in those original transmissions, or compulsory 
licenses under section 115 of the U.S. Copyright Act. 

The rights granted herein with respect to Previews and the Purchased Music Locker Rights are granted on a non-royalty 
bearing basis, in accordance with the terms of the Section 115 industry-wide settlement agreement filed on April 11, 2012.   

The limited rights granted herein with respect to Social Recommendations are granted on a non-royalty bearing basis as a 
limited promotional offering (as described in Exhibit A) that is intended to increase sales of digital music on the Google Music 
Services.   
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